
Gilbert Hanson/CAS

11/30/2007 11:30 AM

To Bernard Lane/UHMC@SUNYSB

cc

bcc F.Jason Torre/Lib

Subject Re: presentation at Univer Senate mtg 12-10-03

Bernie,

Yes I do plan to make a presentation at the Dec. 10 University Senate meeting on 

"Why Stony Brook University should take on a regional leadership role"

It will be a ppt presentation. 

Peter Baigent informed me that the President is already making plans to do this. I am  meeting with Peter 
Baigent next Monday to discuss what these plans are hopefully could include these in the presentation. 

I can provide a short summary of the presentation to accompany the title after our meeting. 

Gil

Gilbert N. Hanson
Professor
Department of Geosciences
SUNY
Stony Brook, NY 11794-21000

Tel 631-632-8210
FAX 631-632-8240
e-mail gilbert.hanson@sunysb.edu
http://www.geosciences.stonybrook.edu/people/faculty/hanson/hanson.html

Bernard Lane/UHMC

Bernard Lane/UHMC 

11/30/2007 11:16 AM To Gilbert Hanson/CAS@SUNYSB

cc Laurie Theobalt/Prov@SUNYSB

Subject presentation at Univer Senate mtg 12-10-03

Gil-

Do you still plan to make a 10 minute presentation at the December 10th University Senate meeting?  If 
so. we will need a short title for the agenda. The Senate has a laptop and projector so you can build you 
talk  around a power point if you want to.  We can also distribute copy electronically or as paper.  Laurie 
will help you with the facilities and handouts.

I thought that what you showed us at the Coordinating Council was very interesting and will generate 
heated discussion by the Senate as it did at the Council.  The topic might in itself attract an audience at 
the Senate meeting if we give it advanced billing so the title and/or the electronic distribution matters.

If you want to talk about this, I am at 4-2224.



-Bernie
+++++++++++++++++++++++
Bernard P. Lane, M.D.
Professor of Pathology
President University Senate
Stony Brook University
Stony Brook NY 11794-7025
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